Community detection is a fundamental problem in social network analysis consisting, roughly speaking, in dividing social actors (modelled as nodes in a social graph) with certain social connections (modelled as edges in the social graph) into densely knitted and highly related groups with each group well separated from the others. Classical approaches for community detection usually deal only with the structure of the network and ignore features of the nodes, although major real-world networks provide additional actors' information such as age, gender, interests, etc., traditionally called node attributes. It is known that the attributes may clarify and enrich the knowledge about the actors and give sense to the detected communities. This has led to a relatively novel direction in community detection -constructing algorithms that use both the structure and the attributes of the network (modelled already via a nodeattributed graph) to yield more informative and qualitative results.
Overview. Community detection is a fundamental problem in social network analysis consisting, roughly speaking, in (unsupervised) dividing social actors into densely knitted and highly related groups with each group well separated from the others. Classical approaches for community detection mainly deal only with the structure of social networks and ignore features of the social network actors. There exist a variety of different methods for this task (see [69] ) which have shown their efficiency in multiple experiments (see [119, 124] ). However, real-world networks clearly provide more information about social actors than just connections between them. Usually, the actors fulfil their profiles with age, gender, interests, etc., and other information that is traditionally called node attributes. According to [207] , attributes form the second dimension, besides the structural one, in social network representation. There are other classical approaches such as k-means which may use only node attributes to detect communities but completely ignore links between social actors thus not exploiting all available information. A reasonable generalisation of the methods of both types are the ones that take into account both network structure and actors attributes. This is a relatively novel direction [24] in social network analysis which is quite promising as simultaneous usage of structure and attributes may clarify and enrich the knowledge about the social actors, to give meaning to the detected communities and describe the powers that form them. During the last decade many methods based on different ideas and techniques have appeared in this direction. Although there exist some partial overviews of them, especially in Related Works sections of published papers and in the survey [24] published in 2015, a recent summary of the subject is a necessity as the growing number of the methods may cause uncertainty in practice.
In this paper we aim to clarify the overall situation by proposing a clear classification of the methods and providing a comprehensive survey of the available results in the area. We not only group and analyse the corresponding methods but also focus on practical aspects, including the information which methods outperform others and which datasets and quality measures are used for evaluation.
To make the exposition more formal, we first provide the reader with necessary notation and state the problem of community detection in social networks whose actors are equipped with attributes.
1.2. Notation and the problem statement. Traditionally social networks such as online social networks or citation networks are modelled as graphs whose vertices (nodes) represent social actors (users or authors) and edges the relations between the actors (friendships, subscriptions or co-authorships). Actors' attributes (also known as node features or semantic vectors) may be thought as multidimensional node-attached vectors whose elements contain certain features describing the actors. In what follows, we call node-attributed or simply attributed the networks whose actors' features are available. Clearly, edges as relations between actors may be of different type in real networks. Such networks can be represented via multilayer graphs (each layer containing certain relation type) but in this paper, for the sake of simplicity, we confine ourselves only to one-layer networks (graphs), i.e. to those with edges of one type. We however mention some papers considering community detection in attributed multilayer networks in remarks below.
Let us move to the required definitions. We represent a node-attributed social network as the triple (called a (node-)attributed graph) G = (V , E , A ), where V = {v i } n i=1 is the set of nodes (vertices) representing social actors, E = {e i j } n i, j=1 the set of edges representing the existing relations between the actors (e i j is an edge between nodes v i and v j ) such that E ⊂ V × V , and A the set of attribute vectors A(v i ) = {a k (v i )} d k=1 associated with nodes in V and describing their features. The size of V is denoted by n or |V |. The size of E is denoted by m or |E |. The dimension of attribute vectors A = {a k } is d. The domain of a k , i.e. the set of possible values of this attribute, is denoted by dom(a k ). In these terms, kth attribute of node v i is referred to as a k (v i ). The notation introduced is summarised in Figure 1 . By community detection in a node-attributed network (graph) (also known as attributed graph clustering) we mean unsupervised dividing the attributed graph G into N disjoint or overlapping subgraphs (equivalently, clusters or communities) C k = (V k , E k ), with C := {C k } N k=1 , such that all vertices are included in the resulting division, i.e.
where a certain balance between the following two properties is achieved:
1. structural closeness, i.e. nodes within a community are structurally close to each other, while nodes in different communities are not; 2. attribute homogeneity, i.e. nodes within a community have similar attributes, while nodes in different communities do not. The basis for these properties is discussed in the forthcoming subsection.
Measures for structural closeness and attribute homogeneity may vary from method to method. One can evaluate the quality of community detection via different structure-and attribute-aware measures if no ground truth is available or compare the results with the ground truth, otherwise. We will mention the corresponding measures below.
Structure-attributes fusion techniques and community detection methods for node-attributed social networks are the subject of this paper. Related datasets and quality measures are also of our interest.
In what follows, the structural (topological) information contained in G is referred to as network structure or topology. The attribute (semantic) information in G is referred to as network attributes or semantics.
1.3. Basis for structural closeness and attribute homogeneity. Fusing topology and semantics. Structural closeness is related to the classical concept of (structural) community in terms of structural connections density. According to [76] , communities are thought as subsets of nodes with dense connections within the subsets and sparse in between. [156] adopts the intuition that nodes within the same community should be better connected than they would be by chance to create the famous Modularity measure that became an influential tool for topology-based community detection in social networks [24] . Multiple Modularity modifications and other structural measures have been proposed to overcome several Modularity limitations [34] , but Modularity is still a de facto standard in community detection. [156] observes that in social networks Modularity generally belongs to [0.3, 0.7] but there is no particular value for good or bad community structure. In fact, any positive Modularity may indicate the presence of a structural community [41] , oppositely to zero Modularity related to a random graph. High Modularity implies the structural closeness of the nodes within communities.
Attribute homogeneity requirement is based on the social science founding (see e.g. [68, 116, 138, 140] ) that node attributes in social networks can reflect and affect community structure. The well-known principle of homophily in social networks states that like-minded social actors have a higher likelihood to be connected [140] . Thus community detection process taking into account the attribute homogeneity may provide results of better quality [24] .
According to many experiments, e.g. [43, 75, 146, 180, 224] and many other papers cited in this survey, topology and semantics often provide complementary information and thus combining them usually leads to achieving better performance in community detection. For example, the semantics may compensate the sparseness of a real network [106] . At the same time, topological information may be helpful if there are missing or noisy attributes [180] . As observed by [59] , topology-only or semantic-only community detection is often not as effective as when both sources of information are used. From the other side, some experiments (see e.g. [5, 231] ) suggest that this is not always true and topology and semantics may be orthogonal and contradictory in some cases. Moreover, the relations between network topology and semantics may be highly non-linear [206] . Consequently, the way how one should use network topology and semantics together is a challenging problem.
1.4.
Applications of community detection in attributed social networks. Community detection in node-attributed networks has not only obvious applications in marketing (recommender systems, targeted advertisements and user profiling) [8] , but also can effectively support other multiple advanced applications. First of all, it may be used for search engine optimization and spam detection [149, 172] . Furthermore, community detection methods may help in counter-terrorist activities and disclosing fraudulent schemes [149] . There also exist applications related to the analysis of networks of different nature: protein-protein interactions, genes, epidemics and other biological networks [149] .
Another area where the ideas of community detection in attributed networks are generally applied is document network clustering. Note that this direction is historically preceding to the community detection and is rich methodologically. For example, in [153] , one of the first papers on community detection in attributed social networks, the following document clustering methods are mentioned: HyPursuit [145, 208, 212] , PLSA-PHITS [43] , Community-User-Topic model [230] and Link-PLSA-LDA [151] . From that time many others have appeared, see e.g. the surveys [3, 150, 174] .
Clearly, methods from document network clustering can be adapted for community detection in attributed social networks, however social communities although have similar formal description with document clusters, have inner and more complicated forces to be formed and act. What is more, it has been shown that some methods for community detection in attributed social networks outperform preceding methods for document network clustering. In particular, Inc-Cluster 1 [232] has been shown to outperform k-SNAP [195] , PCL-DC [222] to outperform PLSA-PHITS [43] , LDA-Link-Word [63] and Link-Content-Factorization [233] , CESNA [220] and ASCD [171] to outperform Block-LDA [14] . Taking this into account, we do not consider methods focused on document network clustering in the present survey.
1.5. Note on multilayer networks. Generally speaking, we do not aim at considering community detection methods for attributed multilayer networks (see e.g. [115] ), where different types of vertexes and edges may present at different layers. However, we mention some of such methods from time to time in corresponding remarks. Although node-attributed single-layer networks may be considered as a particular case of the multilayer ones (or, generally, feature-rich networks [103] ), the latter require special analysis to take into account the heterogeneity of attributes, edges and vertices on different layers. A separate survey and an extensive comparable study of such methods is an independent and useful task (see partial overviews e.g. in [25, 103, 115] ).
1.6. Note on subspace-based clustering. According to the above-mentioned definition of community detection in attributed social networks, we mainly confine ourselves in the survey to the methods that can use the full attribute space and find communities covering the whole network. However, there is a big class of special methods that explore subspaces of attributes and/or find significant subgraphs of the network graph, e.g. GAMer [83, 87] , DB-CSC [86] , SSCG [88] , FocusCO [166] and ACM [210] . The main idea behind the subspace-based (also known as projection-based) attributed graph clustering is that not all available semantic information is relevant to obtain good-quality communities [84, 85] , therefore one has somehow choose the appropriate attribute subspace to avoid the so-called curse of dimensionality (see [24, Section 3.2] ) and reveal significant communities that would not be detected if all available attributes were considered. 1 Throughout the text, methods and datasets covered by the survey are written in bold.
To be precise, some of the methods that we discuss below partly use this idea, e.g. WCru [50, 51] (cf. the definition of a point of view in the papers), DVil [201] , SCMAG [101] , UNCut [224] , DCM [170] , etc., but still can work with the full attribute space. In any case, a separate survey on the subspace-based attributed graph clustering methods would be very a valuable complement to the current survey.
RELATED WORKS AND MAIN PROBLEMS IN THE AREA
There is a variety of surveys and comparative studies considering community detection in social networks without attributes, in particular, [46, 69, 178, 223] . In opposite, the survey [24] seems to be the only one on community detection in attributed social networks. Obviously, since it was published in 2015, many new methods adapting different techniques have appeared in the area. Furthermore, a big amount of the methods that had been available before 2015 are not covered by [24] , in particular, some based on objective function modification, non-negative matrix factorisation, probabilistic models, ensembles, etc. In a sense, the technique-based classification of attributed graph clustering methods in [24] is also sometimes confusing. For example, CODICIL [172] , a method based on assigning attribute-aware weights on graph edges, is not included in [24, Section 3.2. Weight modification according to node attributes], but to [24, Section 3.7. Other methods]. Although [24] is a nice highly cited survey in the area, a recent survey of community detection methods for attributed social networks is clearly required.
Besides [24] , almost every paper on the topic contains a Related Works section. It typically has a short survey on preceding approaches and an attempt to classify them. We observed that many authors are just partly aware of the corresponding bibliography and this sometimes leads to repetitions in approaches. Furthermore, multiple classifications (usually technique-based) are mainly not full and even contradictory.
Another big problem in the area is a comparative study of known methods (by means of scalability, complexity and quality). Separate papers provide a limited impact on this (as usually compare their own method with few known ones), see Figures 2 and 3, and the whole picture is unclear. In fact, we are unaware of any comprehensive unified comparison of different attributed graph clustering methods. One more issue, related to the previous one, is that authors use different datasets (of various size and nature) and quality measures to evaluate their methods so that any direct comparison becomes impossible. What is more, datasets and code sources stay unavailable for comparison experiments in the majority of cases.
Facing the above-mentioned problems, in the current survey we not only collect the existing methods but also proposed their unified classification based on the moment when topology and semantics of the network are fused and used in the corresponding algorithm. We also focus on the experimental part so that one can see which networks (with the corresponding dataset link) and quality measures are used in each paper and which methods were compared in each study. Besides this, we also provide the reader with a short description of the most influential and interesting methods for community detection in attributed social networks.
The survey covers the papers published in journals and conference proceedings before the middle of 2019. Exceptionally we sometimes note preprints available on arxiv.
CLASSIFICATION OF COMMUNITY DETECTION METHODS FOR ATTRIBUTED SOCIAL NETWORKS
In previous works, the classification of methods for community detection in attributed social networks was done mostly with respect to the techniques used (e.g. distance-based or random walk-based). We partly follow this methodology at a lower level but at the upper level we group the methods by the moment when topology and semantics are used and fused in the method (with respect to the community detection (clusterisation) step), see Figure 4 . Namely, we distinguish
• early fusion methods that fuse topology and semantics before the clusterisation step,
• simultaneous fusion methods that fuse topology and semantics during the clusterisation step, and • late fusion methods that fuse topology and semantics after the clusterisation step. Within each fusion type, we also divide the methods into technique-used subclasses. A subclassification that is applied to some subclasses of early fusion methods is by the modification of the initial network topology (structure). In fact, the existing topology may be saved or modified depending on the heuristics used, therefore we distinguish • fixed topology methods that use the existing network topology without modifying it with respect to the semantics, and • non-fixed topology methods that modify the existing network topology with respect to the semantics, in particular, add/erase edges and/or vertices. It is important to distinguish the cases as each one leads to certain advantages or disadvantages. For example, if one assigns edge weights between all nodes in the network, even if there is no structural connections (i.e. considers non-fixed topology) and further removes edges with tiny weights, then in the social network settings this may lead to the following: (a) nodes representing social actors who are highly related in terms of semantics may have vanishing social connections so that the resulting connection may seem unrealistic, (b) one may erase too many important connections. At the same time, the initial "fixed" topological structure may be sparse or noisy in a network and some kind of its enrichment is required. In any case, a proper balance between pure non-fixed and fixed topologies is usually necessary.
As we have already mentioned, the lowest level of classification is by fusion technique. For example, by "weight-based methods" we mean those which form a weighted graph while fusing topology and semantics. Some of the methods further use weighted graph clusterisation algorithms (and this is reasonable) but some may still transform the graph into a distance matrix and use distance-based methods for clusterisation, though are still called "weight-based". On the other hand, "distance-based methods" are called in this way as produce a distance matrix at the fusion step.
MOST USED ATTRIBUTED SOCIAL NETWORKS AND QUALITY MEASURES
4.1. Attributed social networks. It can be observed that "social networks" in many papers mean not only real social networks (like Google+, Facebook, Twitter) but also citation networks (like DBLP and CiteSeer). In fact, citations and blogs are the most popular examples in experiments, while real social networks (say, with friendship connections between users) are not.
By small, medium and large networks we mean those with < 10 3 , 10 3 . . . 10 5 and > 10 5 nodes. The most popular datasets used in experiments on community detection in node-attributed social networks are collected 2 in Tables 1, 2 or 3. Below, datasets used for evaluation of each method are shown in Dataset columns 3 . Note also that other versions of the networks from Tables 1, 2 or 3 can be used in fact in different papers, and to show this we mark such datasets by *. For example, a DBLP dataset with the number of nodes and edges different from the described DBLP10K and DBLP84K is denoted by DBLP*.
In most cases, the attributes suitable for the methods discussed in the survey are represented by continuous numerical vectors. If one deals, say, with nominal, textual or graphical attributes, it is common to use TF-IDF or other similar frameworks to obtain continuous numerical vectors instead.
4.2.
Measures for community detection quality. Given the set of detected communities (overlapping or not), one needs to evaluate the quality of the communities. There are two possible options depending on the network under consideration. If the network has no ground truth, one can measure structural closeness and attribute homogeneity directly. According to our observations, the most popular quality measures in this case are Modularity and Density for the former and Entropy for the latter. Many others such as Conductance, Within Cluster Sum of Squares, Intra-cluster distance, etc., are also possible. If there is ground truth, it is sometimes reasonable to compare the detected communities with the known ones. This can be done, for instance, with the following popular measures: Accuracy, Normalised Mutual Information (denoted below by NMI), Adjusted Rand Index or Rand Index (denoted below by ARI and RI, correspondingly) and F-measure. 2 An interested reader can find other attributed network dataset at Mark Newman page, HPI Information Systems Group, LINQS Statistical Relational Learning Group, Stanford Large Network Dataset Collection, Laboratory of Cell Trafficking and Signal Transduction, University of Verona, Marc Plantevit page, Tore Opsahl page, UCINET networks, Interactive Scientific Network Data Repository, Citation Network Dataset. 3 Recall that if a dataset name is written in bold, its description can be found in Tables 1, 2 Each node has an attribute describing its political leaning as either liberal or conservative (represented by 0 and 1).
Link [2]
DBLP10K A non-classified co-author network extracted from DBLP Bibliography (four research areas of database, data mining, information retrieval and artificial intelligence) with 10,000 authors (nodes) and their co-author relationships (edges). Each author is associated with two relevant categorical attributes: prolific and primary topic. For attribute "prolific", authors with 20 papers are labelled as highly prolific; authors with > 10 and < 20 papers are labelled as prolific and authors with 10 papers are labelled as low prolific. Node-attribute values for "primary topic" (100 research topics) are obtained via topic modelling. Each extracted topic consists of a probability distribution of keywords which are most representative of the topic.
Link [232]
DBLP84K
A larger non-classified co-author network extracted from DBLP Bibliography (15 research areas of database, data mining, information retrieval, artificial intelligence, machine learning, computer vision, networking, multimedia, computer systems, simulation, theory, architecture, natural language processing, human-computer interaction, and programming language) with 84,170 authors (nodes) and their co-author relationships (edges). Each author is associated with two relevant categorical attributes: prolific and primary topic, defined in a similar way as in DBLP10.
Cora A classified network of machine learning papers with 2,708 papers (nodes) and 5,429 citations (edges). Each node is attributed with a 1433-dimension binary vector indicating the absence/presence of words from the dictionary of words collected from the corpus of papers. The papers are classified into 7 subcategories: case-based reasoning,genetic algorithms, neural networks, probabilistic methods, reinforcement learning, rule learning and theory.
Link 1 Link 2 [179]
CiteSeer A classified citation network in the field of machine learning with 3,312 papers (nodes) and 4,732 citations (edges). Each node is attributed with a binary vector indicating the absence/presence of the corresponding words from the dictionary of the 3,703 words collected from the corpus of papers. Papers are classified into 6 classes.
Sinanet A classified microblog user relationship network extracted from the sina-microblog website (http://www.weibo.com) with 3,490 users (nodes) and 30,282 relationships (edges). Each node is attributed with 10-dimensional numerical attributes describing the interests of the user.
Link [106]
PubMed Diabetes A classified citation networks extracted from the PubMed database pertaining to diabetes. It contains 19,717 publications (nodes) and 44,338 citations (edges). Each node is attributed by a TF-IDF weighted word vector from a dictionary that consists of 500 unique words.
Link Facebook100
A non-classified Facebook users network with 6,386 users (nodes) and 435,324 friendships (edges). The network is gathered from Facebook users of 100 colleges and universities (e.g. Caltech, Princeton, Georgetown and UNC Chapel Hill) in September 2005. Each user has the following attributes: ID, a student/faculty status flag, gender, major, second major/minor (if applicable), dormitory(house), year and high school. link [125] FIGURE 5. The scheme of the weight-based methods (the attribute-aware weights are here calculated with the normalised matching coefficient).
EARLY FUSION METHODS
These methods aim to fuse topological and semantic information before the clusterisation step so that the data obtained at the fusion step is suitable for conventional clusterisation methods.
5.1.
Weight-based methods. The main characteristic of these methods is that the semantics is used to assign weights on edges of the network graph G (the topology may be fixed or non-fixed), see Figure 10, so that the resulting weighted graph G W can be further clustered e.g. by a clusterisation algorithm for weighted graphs such as Weighted Louvain [21] (requiring the adjacency matrix for the weighted graph as an input). There are also several algorithms that still find the distance matrix for G W and apply distance-based clusterisation algorithms such as k-means and k-medoids. In other words, weight-based methods remove attribute information by storing it inside the structure, namely, on the edges of the graph.
The weights are usually assigned on edges e i j as follows:
, where w T and w S are chosen topological similarity function and semantic similarity function for nodes v i and v j , respectively. The parameter α controls the balance between topological and semantic components so that α = 1 corresponds to the pure topological case and α = 0 to the semantic one. Generally speaking, one may introduce a non-linear fusing function instead of (5.1), however such a choice clearly complicates the model and thus requires reasonable justification.
The fixed topology assumes that only existing edges e i j are assigned with the weight (5.1), while the non-fixed one assigns weights on the edges of the complete graphḠ based on G. In the former case, usually w T (e i j ) ≡ 0 for e i j that did not exist in the initial graph G, and W (e i j ; α) is thus generated only by the semantic similarity component.
A very popular approach in fixed-topology case is assuming α = 0 in (5.1), see Table 4 . This effect may be also achieved by assuming w T (e i j ) ≡ 0 for all e i j . Actually this means that the weights in G W are based only on the semantic similarity. Clearly, this may lead to the dominance of the semantics component and the break of initial structural connection between nodes with dissimilar attributes.
The approach with α ∈ [0, 1] in (5.1), see Table 5 , seems more adequate with respect to α = 0 as explicitly allows controlling the impact of both components. For unweighted graphs G, it is common to put w T (e i j ) = 1 if edge e i j exist in G, and w S (e i j ) = 0 otherwise.
As for w S , there are several popular measures. Assume that we are given two attribute vectors x = (x k ) d k=1 and y = (y k ) d k=1 . One can define w S basing on • the (normalised) matching coefficient
• the cosine similarity
• Jaccard similarity coefficient
where x and y are thought as sets in the former case and as vectors with non-negative real values in the latter one, • Minkowski similarity
where one gets the city block norm L 1 in the denominator if p = 1 and the Euclidean norm L 2 if p = 2. The choice of w S is usually unclear and is determined by author's preferences. Moreover, we are unaware of any systematic comparison of the above-mentioned measures for semantic similarity. Now let us describe the most influential weight-based methods CODICIL [172] and SAC2 [54] , according to Figure 3 . (5.1) . After that, a biased edge sampling procedure that retains edges being locally relevant to each node is applied (in other words, the edges with highest similarity values are retained) to make the weighted graph G W sparse and enable both better runtime performance and lower memory usage in the subsequent community detection step that is performed by Metis [112] or Multi-layer Regularised Markov Clustering [177, 199] . The complexity of CODICIL is O(n 2 log n). .1), where w T (e i j ) = 1 if v i and v j are directly connected and 0, otherwise. After that, the weight W is used to construct an (unweighted) k-nearest neighbour graphG as a directed graph in which each node has exactly k edges, connecting to its k most similar neighbours in G (thus the topology is non-fixed). The parameter k is set to equal to the average node degree in G. The version [60] of kNN algorithm with the empirical cost O(n 1.14 ) is applied to reduce complexity. At the community detection step, Louvain algorithm [21] is applied to find communities inG.
Remark 1. The authors of [17] consider attributed multilayer networks with different types of edges and use a similarity measure similar to (5.2) to flatten the network and put corresponding weights on single-layer network. After this fusion, any weighted graph clustering algorithm, e.g. Weighted Louvain [21] , is actually suitable for community detection. In [162] , the method called CAMIR is proposed for clustering attributed multilayer networks and assigns different weights to each attribute and edge-type. In particular, it ranks vertex properties by exploiting the information from edge-types and attributes and further constructs a unified similarity matrix (taking into account all edge types and attributes). The clusterisation step is performed via spectral clustering.
Remark 2. SANS [163] works with weighted directed graphs (that are out of scope of the present survey) using the matching coefficient (5.2) for semantic similarity and the so-called Weight Index (the sum of weights of incoming and outgoing edges) for topological similarity in a version of (5.1). SANS automatically determines the number of clusters via centroids and use the threshold algorithm for clustering.
Remark 3. Edge weighting similar to (5.1) is also applied in FocusCO [166] . Although it is not a purely unsupervised clustering approach (it requires user's preferences on focus attributes), it allows to solve simultaneously two interesting problems: the extraction of focused local clusters and the detection of outliers in an attributed network.
Remark 4. Let us mention that there exist approaches similar ideologically (attributes → edge weights → embeddings → k-means) but preceding to the recent algorithm AA-Cluster [5, 6] . For example, for a given network with numerical vector attributesrs GraphEncoder [194] and GraRep [31] first obtain edge weights (5.1) with α = 0 and W S being the cosine similarity (5.3) and then apply different techniques (sparse autoencoder in [194] and matrix factorization in [31] partly based on skip-gram [142] and DeepWalk [167] ideas) to obtain embeddings (low-dimensional vector representations) for the nodes of the weighted graph. The resulting embeddings are further fed to k-means algorithm to detect communities. However, in opposite to [5, 6] , [194] and [31] mostly focus on embedding techniques suitable for a weighted graph and consider their different applications e.g. to classification and visualisation.
5.2.
Distance-based methods. Methods considered in the precious subsection exchange the node attributes for edge weights so that one obtains a weighted graph with semantic information incorporated. Thus the topology of the network is somehow saved at the fusion step. Methods from this subsection intentionally remove the network so that the topological and semantic information is fused by a distance function between nodes and stored in a distance matrix, see Figure 6 . Distance-based clusterisation methods such as k-means and k-medoids then can be applied. The user of such methods has to be aware of that in general the resulting clusters may contain disconnected portions of the initial graph as the graph structure is removed at the fusion step [5, Section 3.3].
The usual form of the distance fusion function is
, where d T and d S is a topological distance function and a semantic distance function for nodes v i and v j , correspondingly. Clearly, one can introduce a more complicated fusion function based on distances. The parameter α influences the balance between topological and semantic information so that α = 1 corresponds to the pure topological case and α = 0 to the semantic one. It is common to define d T (v i , v j ) as short path length distance between v i and v j . The possible options for d S are as follows if we are given attribute vectors x = (x k ) d k=1 and y = (y k ) d k=1 : FIGURE 6. Distance-based approach (attributes distance is calculated with the Euclidean norm).
• Jaccard distance
where x and y are thought to be sets in the former case and vectors with non-negative real values in the latter one, • Minkowski distance
where one gets the city block norm L 1 if p = 1 and the Euclidean norm L 2 if p = 2.
The distance-based methods are summarised in Table 6 . Note that ANCA [65, 66] employs a bit different approach than in (5.6) but nevertheless still deals with distance matrices (with respect to certain chosen seed-nodes).
There are no highly influential methods among the distance-based ones according to Figure 3 , so we are going to describe the one most interesting to us.
5.2.1.
DVil. In DVil [201] , (5.6) with d T and d S being different kernel functions is used to combine semantic information of different types (graph, numerical variables, factors, textual variables, etc.) and network topology between all the nodes in the network. In one of the experiments, d T is the shortest path length between two nodes. What is more, the topology is non-fixed there. The obtained distance matrix is then used in a stochastic kernel SOM 4 algorithm at the community detection step. The usage of SOM allows to simultaneously solve the problem of visualisation by projecting the nodes onto a grid of small dimension. The method DVil [201] is later developed in [159] , where the balance between topological and semantic information is tuned automatically.
5.2.2.
SToC. Semantic-Topological Clustering SToC [15] has time complexity O(m log n), where n and m are the number of nodes and edges in the network, respectively. SToC uses a fusing function different from (5.6), namely,
One can formally think that α = 1 2 in this scheme, however the impact of the semantic and topological components is still controlled by the parameters involved in d T and d S (see below).
The topological distance d T in SToC is defined via (5.7) and the notion of l-neighbourhood:
where the l-neighbourhood N l (v) of v is the set of nodes reachable from v with a path of length at most l (being a parameter), see [86] . To reduce complexity, the Jaccard distance in d T is approximated with a bounded error ε > 0 (being a one more parameter) by bottom-k sketch vectors [42] , i.e. compressed representations of l-neighbourhood in this case. The semantic distance d S for quantitative attributes (normalised to [0, 1]) is calculated using the Euclidean distance (5.8), and for categorical attributes using the Jaccard distance (5.7). The resulting distance D as in (5.9) is defined to be in [0, 1]. Using D, a cluster is defined by considering nodes that are within a maximum distance τ > 0 from a given node. Namely, for a given threshold τ, a τ-close cluster C is a subset of the nodes in V such that there exists a node v ∈ C such that for all v ∈ C, D(v, v ) τ. A τ-close clustering of G is defined as a partition of its nodes into τ-close clusters. At the clusterisation step, SToC iteratively extracts τ-close clusters from G starting from random seeds s (chosen through a select node function) by partial traversal of G. Take into account that C is contained in the set of nodes v such that D(s, v) τ. Nodes assigned to a cluster are not used in further iterations, thus the clusters formed are not overlapping. Moreover, the approach does not require the number of clusters as input.
As the choice of the parameters l and τ in SToC can be non-trivial, the authors propose an autotuning procedure. It computes optimal l and τ via approximating the cumulative distribution of d S and d T , taking into account parameters α S and α T , provided by the user and controlling the importance of semantic and topological component, respectively.
Remark 5. There exist distance-based methods for multilayer networks. For example, CLAMP (CLustering Attributed Multi-graPhs) [161] is an approach for clustering attributed networks with heterogeneous (numerical and categorical) attributes and multiple types of edges that uses a unified distance measure similar to (5.6), in a sense. The distance measure takes into account the importance of the node properties and the balance between the sets of attributes and edges, by assigning different weight to each of them. The clustering process adopts the gradient descent to produce fussy clusters. It is also worth mentioning that CLAMP is highly parallelisable.
5.3.
Node-augmented graph distance-based methods. Methods from this class transform the initial graph G into another node-augmented graph G A with new semantic nodes representing distinct node attributes, see Figure 7 and Table 7 . Edges between structural and semantic nodes are added according to the node attributes in G (thus the topology is non-fixed). Take into account that the resulting graph G A is much larger than G (especially if the dimension d and the sets of possible attribute values dom(a k ) of node attributes A are large) and this extremely increases the time complexity of the methods.
According to Figure 3 , SA-Cluster family is one of the most influential methods for community detection in attributed graphs and therefore we now give a short description of it. representing distinct node attribute values. Namely, an attribute nodeṽ k j represents an attribute-value pair (a j , a k j ). If a k j ∈ dom(a j ) for v i , then an attribute edge is added between v i andṽ k j (this however cannot be applied to continuous attributes). In G A , two vertices v i , v j ∈ G are close if they are connected through many structural and/or attribute edges. The neighbourhood random walk model is further used in SA-Cluster to estimate the node closeness in G A .
To proceed, we recall several definitions from [231] . Let P be the (one-step) transition probability matrix of a graph. Given L as the length of a random walk, c ∈ (0, 1) as the restart probability, the neighbourhood random walk distance from v i to v j from the graph is defined as
where τ is a path from v i to v j whose length is (τ) with transition probability p(τ). Moreover,
where R is the neighbourhood random walk distance matrix. One can measure then the closeness between vertices v i and v j as
If L → ∞, the neighbourhood random walk is the same as the random walk with restart defined in [196] .
To combine the structural closeness and attribute similarity in G, [231] constructs the transition probability matrix of the graph G A and computes the corresponding distances (5.10) . Notice that at this step FIGURE 8. Embedding-based methods (in the simplest case, attribute vectors can be concatenated with the node embeddings and further fed to k-means).
weights on edges in G A are assigned: topological edge has a weight of w 0 , semantic edges corresponding to a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a d have an edge weight of w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w d , respectively.
The resulting distance matrix, based on (5.10) for G A , is then fed in a k-medoids type clustering algorithm. First, good initial centroids from the density point of view [95] are chosen. Furthermore, a converging iterative process for the optimisation of an objective function (in order to maximize intracluster similarity and minimize inter-cluster similarity) is performed, with the corresponding adjustments of the edge weights w 0 , . . . , w d .
As expected from the construction of G A , SA-Cluster is computationally expensive, namely, its time complexity is O(n 3 ). In order to improve the efficiency and scalability of SA-Cluster, the methods Inc-Cluster [39, 232] and SA-Cluster-Opt [40] have been proposed. The main idea behind them is to reduce the number and the complexity of random walk distance computations.
5.4.
Embedding-based (early fusion) methods. As is well-known, a graph as a traditional representation of a network brings several difficulties to network analysis. As mentioned in [53] , graph algorithms suffer from high computational complexity, low parallelisability and inapplicability of machine learning methods. Novel network embedding techniques aim to tackle this by learning low-dimensional continuous vector representations (also known as embeddings) for the network nodes so that main network information is efficiently encoded 5 . Additionally, the embeddings not only aim at reconstructing the initial network but also at supporting network inference such as predicting links, classification and clustering nodes (for more details, see [30, 53] ).
In the context of node-attributed social networks, the objective of network embedding is efficient lowdimensional encoding and combining both the network topology and semantics preserving proximities of different orders [31, 72, 191] . Having an embedding representation for the nodes, one can theoretically use traditional distance-based clusterisation methods such as k-means and k-medoids to further tackle the clusterisation problem, see Table 8 .
Undoubtedly, there exists a rich bibliography on embedding techniques for networks with side information (node-and edge-attributed, heterogeneous in node and edge types) [30, 53] but in fact not all of them are reliable for the community detection task. It is worth mentioning that the task of classification (i.e. a supervised learning task) is typically considered. At the same time, some authors use embedding techniques for clusterisation in performance experiments that have been used only for classification in the original papers, e.g. in [72] the comparison is between attributed network embedding methods include TADW [218] , LANE [99] , GAE [114] , VGAE [114] , and GraphSAGE [90] . Taking all these fact into account, we confine ourselves in this survey only to the methods that work with node-attributed social or citation networks, have been applied to community detection and compared with other clusterisation methods. Circles [125] RTM [36] RMSC [211] Embeddings obtained via TADW [218] VGAE [114] There are no highly influential methods among the embedding-based ones according to Figure 3 but we provide a short description of each one from Table 8 due to the novelty and importance of embedding techniques in the clusterisation task. [122] is a topic-based embedding method that aims to combine the following representations of each node with text attributes (e.g. in a citation network): the high-dimensional representations based on word occurrences and network topology, the representation in terms of a topic distribution (based on the Relational Topic Model [36] ) and the low-dimension representation for nodes. The representations are joint through a generative model, with the estimation of the parameters (including the corresponding node embeddings) via the maximum a posteriori estimation with EM algorithm [55] . It is interesting that not only observed positive links are incorporated but also virtual negative ones. For each node, the authors form a 2-dimensional embedding to simultaneously solve the visualisation problem. To perform community detection, the embeddings obtained are fed to k-means. [72] is an embedding-based algorithm using a deep model to preserve the first-order, high-order and semantic proximities in the attributed network. There are two branches composed of a multi-layer non-linear function and capturing the network topology and semantics with further mapping them into a low-dimensional space. Each branch is an autoencoder, i.e. an unsupervised deep model widely used in machine learning [108] . The auto-encoders aim to minimize the reconstruction loss between the input vectors and the output embeddings to preserve the above-mentioned proximities. At that, the consistency and complementary of topology and semantics are preserved simultaneously at some point in order to obtain better structure-attribute fusion. Note that the loss function exploits an efficient most negative sampling strategy (with complexity O(n 2 )). The resulting output is the concatenation of the embeddings obtained by each branch. Typically for the methods from this class, community detection is performed by k-means on the embeddings. 5.4.3. CDE. The method of CDE (Community Detection in attributed graphs: an Embedding approach) [129] uses a special function to measure community membership similarity. Its values further are input for a procedure based on skip-gram with negative sampling [142] to obtain a community structure embedding matrix that encodes the latent densely-connected subgraphs and explore inherent community structures. After this, the embedding matrix is used instead of the adjacency matrix for the network. Having the structure embedding matrix and attribute matrix at hand, the actual community detection is further performed via a nonnegative matrix factorization procedure (with a unified topology-and semantics-aware objective function) that optimizes community membership with suitable iterative updating rules based on Majorization-Minimization framework [4] (cf. [206] ). The impact of topology and semantics may be varied. The resulting k communities (the number k is an input) may overlap or not depending on the community membership rule chosen. 5.4.4. MGAE. Marginalized Graph Autoencoder for Graph Clustering MGAE [203] takes an attributed graph as input and learns a topology and semantics with an augmented autoencoder upon them, with the graph convolutional network as a base. The authors propose to corrupt the semantics with noise with further marginalization in order to obtain a better representation from the autoencoder. By stacking multiple layers of the autoencoder, MGAE results in a deep representation for network nodes that is later fed into the spectral clustering algorithm. Remark 6. Community detection in heterogeneous and multilayer networks is considered e.g. in [37, 102, 165] . Other embedding approaches for different heterogeneous networks (in particular, nodeattributed) which are used mostly for classification but theoretically can be applied for clusterisation are discussed e.g. in the comprehensive surveys [30, 53] . Recall that a motif is a pattern of the interconnection occurring in real-world networks at numbers that are significantly higher than those in random networks [143] (note that a spanning tree pattern and a clique are representatives of motifs). Motifs are considered as building blocks for complex networks [143] , and they may help to uncover useful information hidden in the network topology and semantics. We found just one community detection method for attributed social networks based on this idea, namely, AHMotif (Attribute Homogenous Motif-based method) [126] , see Table 9 . This method equips structural motifs identified for the network with the so-called homogeneity value based on attributes of the nodes involved in the motif. This information is then stored in a special adjacency matrix. Subsequently, the matrix is the input to the existing community detection algorithms such as Permanence [35] and Affinity Propagation [71] .
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SIMULTANEOUS FUSION METHODS
Oppositely to the early fusion methods, the simultaneous fusion ones use and fuse topology and semantics in a unified process with community detection. Some of them are based on modifications of known clusterisation algorithms such as Louvain, Normalised Cut, k-means, k-medoids and kNN, or attribute-aware adaptations of heuristic approaches such as evolutionary and genetic algorithms. A big subclass of simultaneous fusion methods use non-negative matrix factorisation framework to detect communities in attributed social networks, while another subclass -generative probabilistic models -aim to statistically infer a model of the attributed network under assumption that topology and semantics are generated accordingly to some parametric distributions. 6.1. Methods modifying Louvain, Normalised Cut, k-means, k-medoids and kNN algorithms. The list of the methods is given in Table 10 . According to Figure 3 , SAC1 is one of the most influential methods for community detection in attributed social networks. Besides SAC1, we will also provide short descriptions of several other interesting methods. 
where the normalised link strength S(v i , v j ) between nodes v i and v j is measured by comparing the existing network connection (v i , v j ) with the expected number of connections (d i d j )/2m (d i is the degree of v i ). To deal with the attributes, SAC1 uses the attribute modularity Q A of a partition:
where sim A is an attribute similarity function. As for the above-mentioned SAC2 [54] , if attributes are discrete, (5.2) is used for sim A , while if they are continuous, (5.5) with p = 2 is applied. Textual ones are FIGURE 9. The scheme of DAEGC [202] .
first transformed into numeric values by TF-IDF procedure. The similarity sim A between the resulting representations is (5.3) or (5.4). Next, a composite modularity is introduced as a weighted combination of structure modularity and attribute modularity
where α is a fusion parameter. This function is then maximised in a way similar to that in Louvain [21] .
6.1.2. I-Louvain. The method I-Louvain [45] (source code and datasets) is based on a local optimization of a global criterion that includes Modularity Q [155] and a new measure called Inertia. The measure is defined by the sum of euclidean distances between attribute vectors and its centre of gravity, an average attribute vector over attribute vectors in the network. Using this notion, the authors define Inertiabased modularity Q Inertia for a partition that allows to compare, for each pair of elements from the same community, the expected distance with the observed distance between attributes. While Q considers the strength of the link between nodes in order to cluster strongly connected nodes, Q Inertia aims at clustering nodes whose attributes are the most similar. Like in [54] , the community detection process consists in the optimisation of a linear combination of Q and Q Inertia similar to Louvain's. 6.1.3. DAEGC. Deep Attentional Embedded Graph Clustering DAEGC [202] , in opposite to the embeddings-based early fusion methods, uses a goal-directed deep learning approach with a unified framework for producing embeddings and clustering. Namely, DAEGC fuses network topology and semantics via an attentional autoencoder (a variant of the graph attention network [200] taking into account high-order proximity) to obtain node embeddings. Furthermore, basing on the embeddings, soft labels are generated to guide a self-training graph clustering component. These two procedures are joint and performed iteratively to benefit both embedding and clusterisation quality. DAEGC produces k nonoverlapping clusters where k is an input.
6.1.4. kNAS. The method kNAS [22] starts with identification of centroids for k clusters (k is an input) as nodes with high Local Outlier Factor [26] meaning that the node is core (low Local Outlier Factor refers to outliers). Initial clusters are formed by the kNN algorithm (i.e. topological similarity is achieved). Furthermore, the so-called Similarity Score responsible for nodes' semantic similarity within clusters is measured. Taking into account the Similarity Score obtained, the clusters are merged and centroids updated in a certain way. The process of achieving topological and semantic similarity repeats until the Similarity Score is maximized.
6.2.
Metaheuristic-based methods. These methods adapt metaheuristic algorithms (in particular, evolutionary algorithms and tabu search) for optimisation of an objective function that quantifies the structural closeness and attribute homogeneity of an attributed network partition. The list of the methods is given in Table 11 . 6.3. Non-negative matrix factorisation and matrix compression. Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) is a family of algorithms that aim to approximate a non-negative matrix with high rank by a product of non-negative matrices with lower ranks so that the approximation error by means of the Frobenius norm, denoted below by F, is minimal. As well known, NMF has an inherent clustering property, i.e. is able to find clusters in the input data [123] . The approximating product of matrices usually contains two factors but some algorithms [58] propose to include three or more. Often NMF is regularised (e.g. by a Lasso type conditions) to avoid bad behaviour of the approximating matrices.
As for node-attributed social networks, NMF requires a proper adaptation to fuse both topology and semantics and this has been done in several papers, see Table 12 . To proceed, we need additional notation. In what follows, S n×n denotes the adjacency matrix for the initial network topology (as before, n is the number of nodes), A n×d the node attribute matrix for the initial network semantics (d = dim A is the dimension of attribute vector A), k the number of required clusters (it is an input in NMF approaches), U n×k the cluster membership matrix whose elements indicate the association of nodes with communities and finally V d×k denotes the cluster membership matrix whose elements indicate the association of the attributes with the communities. Other auxiliary matrices will be introduced below.
The general idea of NMF methods for attributed networks is to use known matrices S, A and the number of clusters k in order to determine the unknown matrices U and V in an iterative optimisation procedure, and thus to obtain simultaneously a community partition and the corresponding semantic description for each community. Note that each element of normalised U and V in fact contains the probability of a node to belong to a particular community (communities may overlap in these settings). One can instead assign a node to the community with the highest probability to obtain non-overlapping communities [206] .
"Matrix compression" technique will be discussed below while describing PICS algorithm [7] . Note that SCI [206] is one of the most influential methods for community detection in attributed social networks according to Picture 3. We will give a short description of SCI and several other NMF-based methods below. 6.3.1. NPei. The method NPei [164] uses a constrained nonnegative matrix tri-factorization framework [58] to cluster Twitter users and messages by fusing the relations between users (i.e. topology) and content (i.e. semantics). The initial point is a user-word-tweet tripartite network represented by several adjacency matrices similar to S and A. The optimisation problem proposed by the authors includes however not only user-user, user-word and word-tweet adjacency matrices but also three types of network regularization [182] to model user similarity, message similarity and user interaction. The similarities are measured by a version of PageRank [160] based on the cosine similarity of messages and the adjacency matrix for users. The optimisation is further performed by an iterative update algorithm [58] to obtain user cluster matrix U and message cluster matrix V. According to the authors, the complexity of their approach is O(n 3 ) with respect to the number n of nodes in the network. 6.3.2. SCI. Semantic Community Identification SCI [206] adopts NMF for fusing topology and semantics as follows. The consistency in topology is modelled as min U 0 S − UU T 2 F , while the consistency in semantics as min V 0 U − AV 2 F . The authors also propose to select the most relevant attributes for each community by adding an l 1 norm sparsity term to each column of matrix V. This together with the models for topology and semantics leads to the following unified optimisation problem:
where α 1 > 0 controls the topology impact and α 1 0 the sparsity penalty. Within SCI, a local minima is found by Majorization-Minimization framework [4] . In particular, the algorithm iteratively updates U with V fixed and then V with U fixed so that the process is guaranteed to converge. Note that, instead of using U directly, the authors consider AV as the final community membership matrix. 6.3.3. JWNMF. Joint Weighted Nonnegative Matrix Factorization method for clustering attributed graphs JWNMF [101] follows the same way to model topology as in [206] but with a weighted factorization for semantics, where the weights are automatically determined and updated to reduce the influence of uninformative attributes. Namely, a normalised diagonal matrix Λ d×d is introduced to assign a weight for each attribute and to be further used in the approximation AΛ ≈ UV T by means of the F-norm, inspired by SymNMF [117] . The corresponding optimisation problem thus takes the form:
where α 1 > 0 is the fusion parameter. The optimisation is performed iteratively [58] . Finally, a k-means variant is performed on U to identify k clusters. The complexity of JWNMF is O(n 2 ).
6.3.4. SCD. The Semantic Community Detection method SCD [131] introduces an additional community relationship indicator matrix R k×k whose elements describe the relationships between the corresponding communities, and set regularisation condition on it that aim to ensure the consistency of the community structure with respect to topology and semantics. The optimisation problem obtained is
where α 1,2 0 are the fusion parameters. The problem is further solved iteratively [58] .
6.3.5. ASCD. Adaptive Semantic Community Detection ASCD [171] follows the general line of NMF modelling discussed above but additionally employs an adaptive parameter to control the mismatch between topology and semantics components. According to the authors, the mismatch, i.e. the effect occurring when topology is not compatible with semantics, may happen for some networks and negatively affect the clustering performance (several their experiments confirm it). For this reason, they deal with the following optimisation problem
where t indicates the iteration number and f is the matching coefficient that controls the trade-off between topology and semantics according to the mismatch degree. There are two versions of f , namely, one is based on arctan functions and another on the NMI between the network topology and semantics. In particular, the former matching coefficient is defined as
where δ > 0 is a parameter. The optimisation problem is solved by the two-step block coordinate descent (U is updated while V is fixed, then vice versa).
Remark 7. In [104] , NMF-based community detection in multilayer attributed networks is considered. Let us also mention the method from [137] that captures the complicated relationship between topology and semantics using a nonlinear projection function between the different cluster assignments for topology and semantics and adopts the positive unlabelled learning [132] to take the effect of partially observed positive edges into the cluster assignment. 6.3.6. PICS. The method PICS [7] (source) is a parameter-free algorithm that not only finds clusters but also detects anomalies and bridges. It is worth mentioning however that the nodes in a cluster found by PICS may be not necessarily densely connected due to the definition of clusters in [7] . As for the community detection process, PICS simultaneously "compresses" the network adjacency matrix S and the binary attribute matrix A by finding homogeneous rectangular blocks (considered further as clusters) of low and high densities in the matrices. The MDL principle [80] , a criterion based on lossless compression principles, is adapted for this procedure. 6.4. Pattern mining-based (simultaneous fusion) methods. Pattern mining in attributed social networks focuses on fining and extraction of patterns, e.g. subsets of specific attributes or connections, in network topology and semantics [13] . This in turn helps to make sense of a network and to understand why the corresponding connections could be formed. Pattern mining methods for community detection typically use local patterns and optimisation criteria for finding informative communities not in the whole network but in its part only (e.g. [12, 170] ). Note that there are many papers devoted to pattern and semantic subgraph mining in social networks (see the survey in [13] ) but the majority of them do not deal with the task of community detection.
Community detection may be also based on cliques, according to a natural assumption that a community is a subset of well-connected nodes [24, 113] . Recall that in graph theory, a clique is a subset of nodes in an undirected graph such that every two nodes are adjacent, i.e. the corresponding subgraph is complete. A clique is called maximal if there is no other clique that contains it.
The list of the corresponding method is presented in Table 13 . Note that DCM [170] is a rather influential method according to Picture 3 and therefore we provide its main ideas below. More precisely, each iteration of the algorithm consists of two steps aiming at reshaping the community via optimising first a certain structural quality function (the so-called community score based on local topology) and secondly a description complexity function that is based on mined concise patterns in attributes best describing the community (the patterns are called queries). Mining patterns is based on the ReMine algorithm [234] that recursively splits the data into the most informative patterns. The authors underline that DCM is able to grow communities starting from small seeds of nodes or from preliminary descriptions (depending on what information is available at the beginning). At the same time, DCM is not initially created for the complete coverage of the network.
Remark 8. In [18] , ABACUS (frequent pAttern mining-BAsed Community discoverer in mUltidimensional networkS) is proposed to extract communities based on the extraction of patterns from multilayer attributed social networks. 6 .5. Probabilistic model-based methods. Methods from this class statistically infer a model of a clustered attributed network under the assumption that its structure and attributes are generated according to certain parametric distribution. The generative or stochastic block model are mainly used [9] . Note that it is a non-trivial task to properly choose a priori distributions for topology and semantics [5] .
According to [222] , there are many probabilistic models combining both topology and semantics: PHITS-PLSA combines PHITS with PLSA for community detection [43] ), [63] combines LDA with LDA-Link for network analysis to have the LDA-Link-Word model, [151] combine the mixed membership stochastic block model with LDA, and extend the LDA-Link-Word model by separating the citing documents and cited documents with LDA-Link-Word model on the citing documents and PLSA model on the cited documents. However, the majority of the methods appeared before [222] focused on document clustering which is generally out of scope of the present survey. For this reason we consider only community detection methods published after the seminal paper [222] , see Table 14 . We will also describe PCL-DC [222] , BAGC [214] , GBAGC [217] , CESNA [220] and Circles [139] as the most influential methods for community detection in attributed social networks according to Picture 3. 6.5.1. PCL-DC. The method PCL-DC (Popularity-based Conditional Link Model-Discriminative Content) [222] is based on a discriminative model of combining topology and semantics for community detection. It adapts a conditional model for network structure analysis taking into account the popularity of the nodes. The impact of irrelevant attributes is reduced by the usage of a discriminative content model where attributes are automatically assigned with proper weights, depending on their discriminative power. The above-mentioned models are further combined in a unified framework with the maximum likelihood inference performed in a two-stage EM-based optimization algorithm. 6.5.2. BAGC-GBAGC. The method BAGC (Bayesian Attributed Graph Clustering) [214] employs a Bayesian probabilistic model for detecting non-overlapping communities in networks with categorical attributes. BAGC uses a generative process similar to that in CohsMix [227] , in particular, community labels for the nodes are modelled via a multinomial distribution independently, then attributes are modelled by a multinomial distribution and edges by a Bernoulli one basing on the labels modelled earlier. However, oppositely to CohsMix [227] , BAGC works with categorical attributes and does not treat the parameters of distributions as fixed values. More precisely, BAGC takes a Bayesian treatment on the PICS [7] parameters and thus considers all their possible values that leads, according to the authors, to better community detection quality. The probabilistic inference is further performed by the variational approach from [110] together with a certain approximating procedure. GBAGC (General Bayesian framework to Attributed Graph Clustering) [217] , a generalisation of BAGC for weighted attribute networks, is further proposed by the same authors. Remark 9. TUCM (Topic User Community Model) [173] proposer generative Bayesian models for detecting overlapping communities in multilayer attributed networks where different types of interactions between users are possible. 6.6. Dynamical system-based and agent-based methods. Methods from this class treat a network as a dynamic system and assume that its community structure is a consequence of certain interactions among nodes, see Table 15 . Some methods assume that the interactions occur in an information propagation process, i.e. while information is sent to or received from every node. Others comprehend each node as an autonomous agent and develop a multiagent system to detect communities. In fact, these methods are not among the most influential in Picture 3 but this is probably due to their novelty. In any case, these contemporary approaches seem to be very efficient for large attributed social networks as can be easily parallelised. 
LATE FUSION METHODS
Late fusion methods intend to fuse topology and semantics after the clusterisation step. Usually clusterings produced separately for topological (e.g. by the Louvain method [21] ) and semantic (e.g. by k-means [91] ) information are further fused via consensus (ensemble-based) clustering techniques [82, 118, 187, 189, 190] . 7.1. Consensus-based methods. Given an ensemble of clusterings, the goal is to perform a consensus clustering, i.e., a single, prototypical clustering solution that optimizes a certain objective function properly defined over information available from the clusterings in the ensemble. A recent survey on general-purpose ensemble-based clustering methods can be found in [23] . Besides the above-mentioned general-purpose approaches that actually have not been compared with the methods discussed in this survey, we could only find the ones in Table 16 that particularly focus on community detection in attributed social networks. Definitely, further study in this direction and comparison with other attributed network clustering methods is necessary.
According to Picture 3, there are no consensus-based methods among the most influential for community detection in attributed social networks but we will nevertheless provide some details on some of them, namely, Selection [62] and WCMFA [134] . 7.1.1. Selection. The Selection method [62] switches from topology-based to semantics-based clustering when the graph structure is ambiguous. More precisely, the method relies on topology-based clusters when the so-called estimated mixing parameter
is the external degree of and d i the degree of v i ),
for the topology-based clustering is less then the experimental value of the mixing parameter µ limit in LFR benchmark with ground truth [120] when the NMI corresponding to the topology-based method significantly drops (the graph structure is then called ambiguous). For instance, for the Louvain method µ limit ≈ 0.6 as shown in [62, 120] . If µ µ limit , then the semantics-based clustering (obtained e.g. by kmeans) is used. The performance of Selection is particularly compared with that of HGPA (HyperGraph Partitioning Algorithm) and CSPA (Cluster-based Similarity Partitioning Algorithm), general-purposed ensemble clustering methods from [187] , in combining the topology-based Louvain clustering and the semantics-based k-means clustering of the network. It is observed that Selection is able to outperform (in some sense) the tested methods by switching from the Louvain clustering to the k-means one.
7.1.2. WCMFA. The Weighted Co-association Matrix-based Fusion Algorithm WCMFA [134] takes as an input an ensemble of several clusterings based separately on topology and semantics with weights depending on topological and semantic similarity of the initial nodes. Furthermore, a weighted coassociation matrix is constructed so that the co-occurrence of two nodes in the same cluster and the degree of its similarity, if the pair is indeed in the same cluster, is taken into account. The matrix is then treated as a similarity matrix for the node set that can be input for Single Link, Complete Link or Average Link clustering algorithms to find a consensus community structure.
Remark 10. We refer the interested reader to [82, 189, 190] for general-purpose clustering methods for multilayer networks. WMen [141] 8. CONCLUSION It is shown in the survey that there exist a large amount of methods for community detection in nodeattribute social networks based on different fusion techniques. In particular, 77 methods are grouped and analysed using the proposed classification criterion and much more are mentioned as relative to the topic under consideration. Moreover, we indicated the most influential methods and gave their short descriptions.
According to our analysis, several essential problems exist in the area. For example, an comprehensive comparative study is an emergency problem as the existing partial contributions to this do not allow to see the overall picture of methods' community detection quality. Figure 2 confirms the fact that the methodmethod comparison graph is very sparse. What is more, even if some methods are compared with others, it does not generally mean that one purely outperforms another as hyperparameters of the methods under consideration are usually not tuned for a particular task. Moreover, different authors use for experiments different datasets and quality metrics and this does not add clarity to the question. Another issue is that many authors are just unaware of the state-of-the-art methods and continue to compare their approaches with rather inefficient pioneering methods.
We hope that our survey is an important step in resolving the above-mentioned methodological and experimental problems.
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